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INTRODUCTION

The first objective-of this investigation was to determine the-phase

diagram for the yttrium-cadmium binary system, and thus determine What

intermetallic compounds occur in this system. The crystal structures of

these compounds were to'be studied and compared to those of other yttrium

binary compounds in an attempt to learn something about the, interatomic-

bonding in these materials.

The second objective-of this investigation was to investigate the

phase relations in the yttrium-cadmium-zinc alloy system in-an attempt to

determine the extent to which zinc atoms could be substituted for cadmium

atoms and vice versa. This would provide information on the effect of

changes in size and perhaps bonding type on alloy formation.

Finally, it was hoped that an investigation of the relationship between

the crystal structure of the yttrium-cadmium intermetallic compounds and

their mechanical properties could be begun.
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RESULTS.AND DISCUSSION.

The: princdpal; results of this work are as follows:

I. The Y-Cd-phase diagram was determined

2. Crystallogr~aphlc data. were--obtained for these Y-Cd intermediate

phases:

a. YCd 2

b. YCd3
c.. YCd 4
d. YCd 6

3. The YCd3zZn-pseudo-binary phase diagram was determined

4. 'Crystallographic-data were obtained for these Y-Cd-Zn inter-

mediate phases:

a. Y3(CdgZn2)

b. Y3(Cd4Zn7 )

c. ,. Y-2(CdZn 4)

The Y-Cd phase diagram, determined from differential thermal analysis,

metallographic, and x-ray diffraction studies, is shown in figure 1. The

intermediate phases which occur in this binary system are YCd, YCd2, YCd3,

YCd4, and YCd6. All appear to be line compounds, and all except YCd

decompose peritectically rather than melt congruently. Part of the phase

diagram, in the high yttrium region and near the compound YCd, is still

undetermined because of the high melting temperatures. However, from the

data obtained and the results of other investigators, it was ascertained

that cadmium stabilizes thehigh temperature form of yttrium, and the

thermal arrests have been interpreted with this in mind.

The phase diagram is at variance with the results of Bruzzone &

Ruggiero (1963) who state that YCd, along with YCd2 and YCd3, melt below

11000C. YCd is estimated to melt at about 1260*C.

?i
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Figure 1. The yttrium-cadmium phase diagram
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The intermetallic compounds in this system have the following structures:

YCd-- CsCU type; YCd2 - AkB2 type; YCd3 -PrMg 3 type, all of which were

previously determined by other investigators, but verified in this investigation.

In the case of hexagonal YCd2, the z positional parameter for the Cd atoms

is variable in the crystallographic sense, but apparently was not previously

detgrined.. This parameter was determined from single crystal x-ray

intensity measurements to be z = 0.4783. YCd 4 was found in this investigation
0

-to be cubic with a = 21.492 A, and appears to have a structure which is

based upon an ordered arrangement of Y and Cd atoms in body-centered cubic

subcells. YCd6 was found in this investigation to be either orthorhombic
0

or tetraponal, body-centered with a F b N c % 15.48 A. This is in dis-

agreement wlt-Johnson, Schablaske, Tani & Anderson (1964), who state that

YCd6 is primitive cubic. The results of these investigators were-based

only upon powder patterns and appear to be incorrect in view of the results

of the single crystal x-ray studies carried out in the present investigation.

YCd6 appears to have a structure quite similar to that of-YCd4. The

determination of the crystal structures of YCd4 and YCd6 are, however, not

yet complete. The crystallographic data are summarized in Table I.

The 0-20 w/o Zn portion of the phase diagram for the YCd3-Zn pseudo-

binary section is shown in figure 2. An intermediate phase, whose composition

was determined by density measurements and neutron activation analysis to

be Y3(Cd9Zn2), occurs in this range. This line compound, which decomposes
0

eritectically, is hexagonal with a = 15.103, c = 14.985 A.

The phase diagram for the rest of the YCd3-Zn pseudo-binary section is

shown in figure 3. The results shown there are viewed as somewhat tentative

sinc the reactions cannot be defined with confidence until more ternary

alloys are studied.
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Table I
Crystallographic data for Y-Cd Intermetallic Compounds

YCd.

Iatti~e parameter: a = 3-707 A (also a = 3.712 A)

,Space prdup: Pm3m

Structure: CsCk-type -- Y atoms at (000); Cd atoms at (4 )

No studies of this compound in the present investigation. Above results were
obtained by Buzzone & Ruggiero (1963) and Laube & Nowotny (1963).

YCd 2
0 0

Lattice parameters: a = 4.882 ± 1, c = 3.501 ± 3 A (also a = 4.879, c = 3.500 A)

Space group: PSml

Structure: CdI2-type - Y atoms at (000); Cd atoms at (Q 2 z), (2 17)

z = 0.4783 ± 14.

Lattice parameters in parentheses obtained by Bruzzone &.Ruggiero (1963)

"YCd3

0 0

Lattice parameter: a = 7.412 ± 1 A (also a = 7.174 A)

Space group: Fm3m

Structure: P orBiF3-type - Y atoms at (000), etc; Cd atoms at
( 1 ), etc. and (Q 1 ), Q ) etc.

Lattice parameter in parentheses obtained by Bruzzone & Ruggiero (1963)

YCd4
0

Lattice parameter: a = 21.492 ± 4 A

Space group: F432 or Fm3m
33

Density: dm = 7.21 gm/cm3; dx = 7.19 gm/cm3 (432 atoms/unit cell)

Structure: Not completely determined. Appears to be based upon an
ordered arrangement of Y and Cd atoms in body-centered
cubic subcells. 432 atoms/unit cell implies that the
stoichiometry is Y5Cd22.

YCd 6

Lattice parameters: a = 15.479 ± 14, b.= 15.481 ± 10, c = 15.46 A

Space group: 1222, 1212,2,, Imm2, or Immm (or tetragonal equivalents)

Structure: Not completely determined. Related to YCd4.

Johnson, Schablaske, Tgni & Anderson (1964) reported that YCd6 is primitive
cubic with a = 15.479 A.
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Figure 2. 0-20 w/o Zn portion of the phase diagram
for the YCd3-Zn pseudo-binary section of
the yttrium-cadmium-zinc alloy system.
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Fioure 3. The phase diagram for the YCd 3-Zn pseudo-binary
section of the yttrium-cadmium-zinc alloy system.
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Two additional ternary intermediate phases were found to occur in the

alloys on this section. These compounds do not have compositions which lie

on the section. Their compositions were estimated from electron microprobe

analyses, and several alloys near the estimated compositions were prepared.

A single phase alloy was obtained at Y3(Cd4Zn7), and the alloy at Y2(CdZn14)

was nearly one phase. Y3(Cd4Zn7) is orthorhombic with a = 14.477, b = 14.669,
0

c = 25.507 A and ,Y2(CdZnl4) is monoclinic with a = 10.234, b = 9.038,
0

c = 6.822 A, = 99.40. The crystallographic data for these compounds are

summarized in Table II. The compounds Y3(Cd4Zn7) and Y3(Cd9Zn2) probably

have crystal structures which are based upon the structure of Y3Znll (Ryba,

Sree Harsha & Somerfeldt, 1970), in which, at certain compositions, Cd atoms

substitute in an ordered fashion for Zn atoms. Small distortions in the

Y3Zn11 structure result which change the symmetry. In view of this hypothesis,

it seems unlikely that these intermediate phases exhibit any solid solubility

in this ternary system. In addition, several other questions are raised:

(1) are there otherY 3 (Cd, Zn)llternary phases; (2) does this ordered

substitution of Cd atoms for Zn atoms occur for the structures of the other

seven Y-Zn intermetallic compounds; and (3) if not, why is the Y3Zn11

structure able to accommodate the substituted Cd atoms?
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Table II
Crystallographic Data for Three Y-Cd-Zn

Ternary Intermetallic Compounds

Y-3 ( Cd 9 Z n-2-
0

Lattice parameters: a = 15.103 ±4, c = 14.985 ±6 A

Space proup: P62c, P63mc, or P63/mmc

Density: dm : 6.084 gm/cm ; dx = 6.081 gm/cm (8 formula weights/

unit cell)

Structure: Not completely determined. Appears to be based upon an
ordered substitution of Cd atoms for Zn atoms in the
Y3Znl ltype structure.

Y3(Cd Zn7)
C

Lattice parameters: a = 14.477, b : 14.669 ± 8, c = 25.507 A

Space group: Pn2,a or Pnma

Structure: Not completely determined. Probably related to Y3(Cd9Zn2).

'3Y 2 (CdZn 1 4 )

0

Lattice parameters: a = 10.234 ± 6, b 9.038 ± 5, c : 6.822 ± 9 A, 3 99.4'

Space group: C2, Cm, or C2/m

Structure: Not completely determined.
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A study of the mechanical properties of the Y-Cd intermetallic compounds

was begun, but time-and some difficulties in sample preparation prevented a

detailed-study of these properties. Attempts to prepare s.ntered samples

according to the technique developed by Michel & Ryba (1968) were unsuccessful.

It appears that an exploratory study of sintering times and temperatures

will be necessary before sound, homogeneous samples can be produced. A

summary of the hardness and ductility characteristics of these compounds is

given in Table III. As expected, compounds with high cadmium contents

exhibit more ductility and are softer. The existence of some ductility in

YCd 4 and YCd6 is rather usual since rare earth intermetallic compounds are

usually quite brittle.
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Table III
Microhardness and Ductility Characteristics

for Y-Cd Intermetallic Compounds

Compound Microhardness (kg/mm ) Ductility

YCd2  146 Brittle

YCd3  163* Extremely Brittle

YCd4  121 Very Slightly Ductile

YCd6  99 Slightly Ductile, "Flaky"

* Extensive cracking observed.
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